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Algorithm Design for Networked Information Technology SystemsSpringer, 2003

	Networked information technology (NIT) systems are synonymous with network-centric or net-centric systems and constitute the cornerstone of the fast-growing information age. NIT systems' field of application ranges from the traditional worldwide telecommunication systems, banking and financial transactions, on-line travel reservation...
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Advanced Mathematics and Mechanics Applications Using MATLAB, Third EditionCRC Press, 2002

	This book uses MATLABR to analyze various applications in mathematics and mechanics. The authors hope to encourage engineers and scientists to consider this modern programming environment as an excellent alternative to languages such as FORTRAN or C++. MATLAB1 embodies an interactive environment with a high level programming language...
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Alternative Digital PhotographyCourse Technology PTR, 2007
Alternative Digital Photography will lead you through a detailed exploration of alternative techniques in digital photography. Whether you are an amateur photographer, a beginning professional, or an advanced professional looking to add more creativity to your photography, this book will help you develop the skills you need to create unusual,...
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Handbook of Remote Biometrics: for Surveillance and Security (Advances in Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2009
This comprehensive and innovative handbook covers aspects of biometrics from the perspective of recognizing individuals at a distance, in motion, and under a surveillance scenario. Features: Starts with a thorough introductory chapter; Provides topics from a range of different perspectives offered by an international collection of leading...
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Oracle8i Internal Services for Waits, Latches, Locks, and MemoryO'Reilly, 1999
This concise book contains detailed information about Oracle internals -- information  that's not readily available to Oracle customers. It lays a foundation for advanced performance tuning of the Oracle database.  Based on Oracle8i release 8.1, the book describes many of  the secrets of Oracle's internal services: data  structures, algorithms, and...
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Advanced Electrical Installation Work, Fourth EditionNewnes, 2005

	Advanced Electrical Installation Work has helped thousands of students to achieve success in City & Guilds awards in electrical installation. Now in its fourth edition, this book has been completely restructured to provide a specific match to the requirements of the Installation route of the 2330 Level 3...
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Fine- and Coarse-Grain Reconfigurable ComputingSpringer, 2007
Stamatis Vassiliadis was born in the small village of Manolates, on the Mediterranean island of Samos, Greece on July 19th, 1951. He passed away on April 7th, 2007 in Pijnacker, in the Netherlands. In between, he led a very remarkable life. As a child, he walked many kilometers through the mountains to reach his school and would study at night...
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Magento 1.3: PHP Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010
Design, develop, and deploy feature-rich Magento online stores with PHP coding

	Extend and customize the Magento e-commerce system using PHP code
	Set up your own data profile to import or export data in Magento
	Build applications that interface with the customer, product, and order data using...
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Designing with Progressive Enhancement: Building the Web that Works for EveryoneNew Riders Publishing, 2010

	Progressive enhancement is an approach to web development that aims to deliver the best possible experience to the widest possible audience, and simplifies coding and testing as well. Whether users are viewing your sites on an iPhone, the latest and greatest high-end system, or even hearing them on a screen-reader, their experience should be...
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C# 4.0 Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2010

	
		When you're programming C# 4.0 and need a little help, this tightly focused and practical book tells you exactly what you need to know -- without long introductions or bloated examples. It's ideal as a succinct quick reference or as a guide to get you rapidly up to speed if you already know Java, C++, or an earlier version of...
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Visual Basic Game Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Visual Basic Game Programming for Teens, Third Edition teaches teens and other beginners how to create their own 2D role-playing game (RPG) using the free to download and easy to use Visual Basic 2008 Express. The game is built step-by-step throughout the book as readers learn new skills and build upon them. This new edition features almost...
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Pro CSS for High Traffic WebsitesApress, 2011

	Although web standards-based websites can scale effectively—and basic CSS will give you basic results—there are considerations and obstacles that high traffic websites must face to keep your development and hosting costs to a minimum. There are many tips and tricks, as well as down-to-earth best practice information, to make sure...
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